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Music - Rhythm and Pulse

Untuned Instruments

Improvise– making it up as you go along
Unison– when a group sing the same notes and words together
Texture – layers of sound in a piece of music
Ostinato– a repeated pattern

tambourine

It can be a rhythmic pattern or contain a melody.

Rhythm – follows the pattern of words. It is often different to the
pulse. You can clap the rhythm of the words.
Sequence – using the melody at different pitches
Chant – speaking rhythmically
Notation for this term

Ta-a
Minum

Ta
crotchet

Composer for the half term

Te-te
quavers

Rest

castanets

triangle

drums
wood block
Can you remember these songs you have learnt?
Don’t tap this on back
A Ship Sailed from China
Concentration

Tony Chestnut

Double Double This This

Who has a Brother

Shimmy Pop
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827)
Born: Germany 1770
Died: 1827 Vienna, Austria.
Type of Music: Classical music
Some famous pieces:
Für Elise, ‘Moonlight’ Sonata, Symphony No. 5, ‘Ode to Joy’
Other facts
•
He was one of the greatest composers of classical music ever!
•
In later life he became totally deaf.
•
His father forced him to practice the keyboard for hours and hours.
•
He was often quite grumpy and scruffy!
•
His music was so original that he started a whole new type of music (called
romantic).

What does ‘texture’ mean?
a) how the music feels

b) the layers of words

Ta-a is musically know as…
a) a quaver b) a crotchet

c) the layers of sound

d) a single voice singing or chanting

c) a minum

What is the notation for ta?

a)

b)

How would you chant this rhythm?

or
c)

d)

a) jelly and ice-cream
c) Don’t tap this one back

What is the notation for te?
a)

b)

d) a crochet

b) double double this this
d) naughty but nice!

What does ostinato mean?
c)
or

d)

a)

a) the main tune
c) the layers of sound

b) the bass line
d) a repeated pattern

What is pulse?
a) follows the patterns of the words b) the types of notes you read

Who is the composer for this half term?
a) John Williams
b) Mozart

c) the beat of the music

c) Beethoven

d) how high or low a note is

d) Brahms

Which of these is not a woodwind instrument?
a) clarinet
b) oboe

Which of these facts is the odd one out?
a) he was always happy

b) he started romantic music

c) flute

c) he became deaf

d) he was born in Germany

d) cello

